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Orleans:  Avail. 5 Interest: 3     Yrs:  1941-1950
Brittany: Avail. 4 Interest: 4     Yrs:  1941-1950
Normandy 
(early version): Avail. 1 Interest: 2     Yrs:  1941-1941 or 1942
Normandy 
(later version): Avail. 4   Interest: 4    Yrs:  1949-1952
Ardennes 
(early version): Avail. 3  Interest: 3    Yrs:  1941-mid 1940s
Ardennes 
(later version): Avail. 3   Interest: 4    Yrs:  1949 - 1951

In 1941 Red Wing introduced their first hand painted dinnerware 
patterns under the direction of newly hired designer Charles Murphy. 

Except for a brief break in the early 1950s, Murphy served as Red 
Wing’s primary dinnerware designer from this time until the business 
closed in 1967.  

The Provincial shape was introduced in 1941 and included four pat-
terns. Orleans featured a red rose with smaller blue and yellow flowers 
and green leaves against a white background. The Brittany design was 
similar but with a yellow rose along with smaller blue and yellow flow-
ers and green leaves with a white background. Both Orleans and Brit-
tany were popular and continued in production essentially unchanged 
until 1950. But the initial versions of Ardennes and Normandy did not 
sell as well. The original Normandy design did not feature an apple; it 
consisted of only blue and maroon bands on a white background. This 
version was produced very briefly, probably for no more than a year, 
and is very difficult to find today. The original Ardennes featured a 
ring of green laurel leaves on white base on all pieces (including hollow 
ware); this version was sold until 1945 or 1946. The knobs on the vari-
ous covers for all four of these patterns were in the shape of a rose. 

In 1949 Normandy and Ardennes were reintroduced with significant 
changes. Normandy flatware (plates and bowls) now had a big red apple 
in the center. For the most part Ardennes flatware was unchanged but 
the artwork was sharper and different shades of green and brown were 
used.  Hollowware for both patterns was available in two solid colors, 
Dubonnet (maroon) or Forest Green. Covers for updated Ardennes and 
Normandy pieces have a leaf-shaped handle rather than the rose knob 
found on the earlier versions and on Orleans and Brittany.   

Several new items for the Provincial line were introduced in the late 
1940s. The gravy boat was made for all four patterns but Orleans and 
Brittany gravy boats are comparatively rare because they were made 
for only a brief period. Beverage servers and 8-inch coupe soup bowls 
were added for updated Normandy and Ardennes, but were not made 
for Orleans or Brittany. In 1951 spoon rests were added for all patterns 
currently in production. Because Orleans and Brittany had been 
discontinued by that time, no spoon rests were made. Normandy spoon 
rests were included on an August 1951 price list and have been found, 
but the status for Ardennes is not clear. The August 1951 price list 
excluded the Ardennes pattern. But a retail ceiling price booklet with 
the same August 1951 date included Ardennes and listed a spoon rest. 
The authors have not seen an Ardennes spoon rest, so if they exist, they 
are rare.  

(A) Orleans 12-inch platter; (B) Orleans creamer & sugar; (C) Brittany 
bowls; (D) Brittany casserole; (E) Normandy dinner plates (early at left, 
later at right); (F) Early Normandy pitcher & teapot; (G) Later Normandy 
covered beverage servers, covered sugars, creamers & cups in Forest Green 
and Dubonnet; (H) Ardennes dinner plates (later at left, early at right);
(I) Early Ardennes pitcher & teapot; (J) Later Ardennes teapot, gravy & 
cup in Dubonnet and Forest Green
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